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I. The general situation of Central Europe after WWI 

The Great War brought about significant changes in Central Europe: the first worldwide 

cataclysm did not only rearrange political and geographical relations, but also created several 

new challenges for the states and societies entering the 20
th

 century. On one hand the collapse 

of former great empires such as the Austro-Hungarian Empire was an economic, political and 

mental burden. International stabilization was almost made impossible by the series of peace 

pacts following World War I. The defeated parties (and some of the countries winning the 

war) experienced significant discontent caused by the conditions of the contracts, which made 

these countries set the revision of newly concluded peace in the focus of their policies. This 

process led to an opposite and hostile position between the newly created nation-state 

formations in Central Europe. The consequence of this was that their foreign policies 

corresponding to the new framework also resulted in a change in economic policies: they 

closed their borders and favored protectionism instead of formerly existing free trade. This 

caused problems primarily because the freedom-contract packages included economic 

measures that – considering the economic conditions – fundamentally hampered the recovery 

of the defeated parties (and also Italy and Portugal from the winning side).
2
 

This became a source of further problems, especially because war conjuncture was followed 

by rapid and intense inflation, a decrease in production, unemployment, and hereby economic 

collapse. The political and economic instability of Central Europe and the increasingly 

powerful social tension led to the prominence of radical solutions in many countries. The 

communist movement based on the Marxist theories of class struggle gained ground in 

Russia, and, following the post-war collapse, in Central and Eastern Europe. The radical left 

tried to grab power through revolutions in order to rearrange political and social issues 

according to its own principles. As a matter of course counter-reaction appeared when the 

extremist leftist revolutionary movements announced anti-capitalism and even undertook the 

total destruction of social classes. Therefore the extreme forms of rightist theories did not only 
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appear in Europe, but also aspired to realize their own political principles in a similarly 

radical way. 

 

II. The critique of “Manchester-capitalism” 

Inflation, the emptying of cash reserves, unemployment and poverty generated great social 

tensions that set light on the drawbacks of liberal capitalism based on the freedom of 

competition. The capitalist economy based on individualist advantages without brakes and 

barriers, decreasing labour costs and thus profit maximization soon found itself in a crisis 

after the First World War. The New York Stock Market Crash in 1929 made it clear that new 

paths are needed to avoid social explosion. Politicians, sociologists, scholars of social 

sciences and economists concerned about these problems regarded the clarification of the 

state’s role within national economy as a primary question.
3
 They thought that it was 

inevitable to rethink the trilateral relations of the state, employers and employees, in order to 

realize and maintain state stability and peace in society. They relied on earlier experiences and 

new theories in order to make an effort to rethink the options of solving social issues, that is, 

the motives of state measures and the roles of each social class. In order to avoid any further 

revolutionary atmosphere or class struggle the governing conservative political camp, the 

Christian-Social political movement, had to open up for the management of social problems 

and social tension in our region.
4
 In addition, it also had to channel anti-liberal and anti-

capitalist tendencies. 

It became clear for several thinkers of the era, e.g. Johannes Messner, Oswald von Nell-

Breuning, Othmar Spann on the one side and Werner Sombart, Robert Hilferding on the other, 

that the liberal economic, social and political order present before World War I was stricken 

by a crisis that could only be escaped with its complete renewal or replacement by another 

system.
5
 The overemphasizing of individual freedoms led to the evolution of individualism 

and the unlimited pursuing of individual advantages, which caused dissatisfaction considering 

the consequences of the industrial revolution. Several thinkers questioned the liberalists’ 

positive depiction of the individual: humans are not able to improve their own existence on 
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earth, and a more human and more livable society would not be realized merely based on a 

freedom for all. The extension of freedom did not become a source of happiness, but a more 

intense appearance of the „homo homini lupus” principle. Market and economic tendencies 

also played a serious – if not decisive – role in this phenomenon.
6
 

The success of liberalist thinking was justified by the processes of the late 19
th

 century: large-

scale development as a result of the increasingly dominant market economy also resulting in 

material advancement and a series of scientific and technical revolutions. The other side of the 

coin was mass poverty, exploitation to an extent never seen before, and early apathy in cities. 

This was the reason for the emerging of new political ideas and for Pope Leo XIII to circulate 

Rerum novarum, the first social encyclical of the Catholic church (1891).
7
 

The „natural social and economic order” regulated by the market remained a utopia because 

the liberals’ belief in natural laws also regarded the market; according to them these laws 

would realize the appropriate economic processes by themselves. It became clear that the 

liberal notion of freedom and its application was narrowed down: it only provided „freedom” 

for individuals, that is, certain privileged rich people.
8
 

Several thinkers had the view that capitalism itself eliminated free competition. It replaced it 

with organizations of market and economic power. According to them this was symbolized by 

expansive industrialization, rationalization and technical modernization, the repression of 

agriculture and the following social changes, the creation of stock companies based on a need 

of capital, and the resulting monopolization. The criticism of the democratic parliamentary 

structure and party systems became a general idea among Central European thinkers 

simultaneously. The view that the result of the parliamentary system was „the merciless, open 

or hidden reign of demagogy and tyranny, backdoor economy and financial powers” was not 

uncommon.
9
 It was an increasingly popular opinion that a parliament stemming from general 

elections is unable to represent all political views and bring compromise-based solutions to 

the surface.
10
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One of the great Central European philosophers of the era, Othmar Spann stated that the 

product of individualist policies is demagogy, which results in that leading positions are not 

provided for the best candidates, but those who win voters based on their effect on 

individuals’ interests and emotions. People can become popular leaders („Führers”) if they 

focus on the meanest instincts, and are the loudest and best speakers.
11

 As a result of universal 

and equal suffrage, the representation of people does not create a political mirror image of 

society: the representation of the interests of all social groups among representatives is only 

possible by accident. This is the reason why the reform of the representation of economic and 

political interests became a key question. According to contemporary thinkers legislation can 

only cover the whole society if it is segmented in accordance with social interests.  

The numerous efforts for a solution shared a common base theory: it is not enough to treat 

symptomatic phenomena, that is, social tension and social problems on the surface, but there 

is a need for more in-depth solutions, which meant the creation of a new political, social-

economic system in each case. During this period these theories were not limited to a narrow 

circle („lunatic fringe”) that could be qualified as extreme rightist or extreme leftist, 

reactionary fascist of communist. Much rather, they created a widespread set of ideas that 

became a part of political „mainstream”. Taking the social dimension into account, we can 

state that they served as a base of reference for several ideologies from the socialist labor 

movement to political Catholicism, from Marxist class struggle to extremist national 

socialism.
12

 

It seemed clear to those requiring change that the entire system of the representation of social 

and economic interests should be reconsidered; that is, economic and social structures, and the 

political decision-making structures embracing these should be reregulated. In the meanwhile 

the relation system of employers and employees should be settled on a new basis, eliminating 

opposition that seemed implacable beforehand, and the chance for class struggle paralyzing 

the whole economy and society should be done away with. 

Many people agreed regarding common aims and tasks, but European countries tried to 

achieve these in various ways: in Soviet-Russia the dominant structure was communist 
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dictatorship, in Italy it was the fascist corporative state, and in Germany it was the 

„Führerprinzip” and the national socialist dictatorship. In Central Europe state leadership was 

strengthened and the society opened up for authoritarian structures. 

 

III. From “vocational order” to the social dialogue 

The followers of the conservative, often Christian social ideas determinant in the region did 

not deny, but accept the existence and necessity of the state organization. As opposed to 

Communist or national socialist movements, they did not want to eliminate it, and the 

building of state providing public welfare became their role. During this period an 

authoritarian, etatist branch appeared and a moderate branch willing to accept democratic 

foundations also took form, whose major thinkers were attached to the Vatican and church 

teachings. It was the building of public welfare that served as a tool for thinkers closely 

attached to the Vatican to realize „rational and reasonable” politics. This way they 

encountered totalitarian ideologies that „are fake, lead to illusions (being inhuman), and 

promise the complete liberation of humans and heaven on earth”.
13

 They drew their main 

theses from the two determinant social encyclicals of the period: the above mentioned Rerum 

novarum (1891) and Quadragesimo anno (1931). In order to understand the era, we must 

point out that the teachings of the Pope did not set out compulsory patterns; it was not a basic 

constraint to compose a new political framework. The aim of the church was to formulate 

organic internal social life within the ever existing framework (democratic, monarchical, 

authoritarian), create the balance of capital and work, and the internal reconciliation of 

interests. At the same time, by creating the notion of subsidiarity, encyclicals offered a 

modern society organization alternative against the almighty state, etatism and totalitarian 

order.
14

 Although this idea was present in arguments within Central Europe, its realization 

was impossible in the given historical climate.
15

 

The papal teaching concentrated on the social aspects of economic life, the distribution of 

income, and, especially, fair wages. Its primary aim was the harmonization of scholastic 

natural law with modern liberal economy and social sciences. By means of the new vocational 

order the aim was to make economy and society „moral” and „Christian”, in order to create 
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public welfare. The organizing principle of economy would therefore be provided by human 

conscience, autonomous vocational organizations and state law. The foundation of vocational 

organizations is primarily necessary as these substitute for the state, and autonomous 

vocational orders possess economic responsibility. Relations with the state providing the legal 

framework are settled by subsidiarity: the state only intervenes where private efforts fail or 

public welfare is endangered.
16

 As a solution, papal encyclicals placed solidarity in the focus: 

the support of a social group may never be aimed against another, but the stronger one is 

required to give a helping hand to the weaker one voluntarily.
17

 

They made it clear that for this reason humans can only be interpreted as social creatures; and 

human dignity is an inseparable companion of character. Not a single person can be 

considered as a factor of production offering himself/herself for sale in the market, submitting 

himself/herself to the mechanism of supply and demand. The most fundamental mistake of 

the contemporary liberal economic approach was that it considered human workforce as 

goods, depriving people of their personalities. It is important that humans in employment 

should keep their human dignity and rights including fair wages.
18

 The framework for the 

reconciliation of interests regarding these claims can be provided by organizations 

coordinating employers and employees together. Therefore it is indispensable to create a new 

social-economic order. Such thinkers of the era felt that this was the way to eliminate 

proletariat, avoid class struggle, and develop society towards the direction of welfare societies 

in a peaceful way.
19

 According to sociological surveys the power of vocational order 

manifested itself in pointing out that individuals exposed to the power of capital can articulate 

their interests successfully as a part of community.
20

 

Several theories emerged regarding the realization of the state of „vocational order”, although 

only one of them was realized in practice: the „authoritarian vocational order state”. Its 

imprints can be seen in contemporary systems such as Ständestaat of Austria and Estado 

Novo of Portugal. Both systems thought that the new state order would enable them to get rid 

of the „liberalistic” notion of state and the „total state”, which was embodied by bolshevism, 
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fascism, or national socialism.
21

 These states denied the grounds for the existence of the 

multi-party system. As we have mentioned earlier, they regarded parliament in its liberal form 

as a place of the exclusive enforcement of parties and interest groups organized around them. 

For them, the aim of the new advocacy and economic control system was to preserve the 

state’s scope for action. For that purpose they used the „vocational order” notions presented 

by papal encyclicals, thus legitimizing authoritarian state. 

Within this framework they strove to organize all kinds of advocacy under state supervision; 

they tried to organize both employers and employees, both manufacturing industry and 

agriculture within the framework of legal interest-representing bodies and develop these 

organizations towards the direction of „vocational orders”. Later on creating a ’council of 

orders’ based on advocacy bodies emerged which became a dominant issue of political 

polemy. This was the reason why they thought that factors of economy and segments of 

society would be more deeply involved in the regulation of general economic and social 

issues, and the preparation and control of legislation.
22

 „Social partnership” appearing on a 

theoretical level (that is, a new model of advocacy) could bring about the realization of real 

„res publica”; that is, all citizens could take part in the decision-making process of advocacy 

bodies. The economic advocacy groups welcomed the creation of the assembly of orders, 

which would enable factors of economic life to take their well-deserved place in state 

administration. In order to justify this they emphasized their right to propose bills, their expert 

role during the creation of bills, and the solidarity and subsidiarity expressed in these roles.
23

 

The political climate of the 1930’s did not leave enough time for Central European states such 

as Austria or Hungary to work out the elements of the new interest-representation (advocacy) 

system. Considering the organization of economy – and this is an area where various 

theoretical approaches agreed – the isolated representation of the interests of various 

professions could not be successful. We must also point out that many (catholic, Christian 

socialist) experts emphasized again and again the necessity of preserving democratic political 

entities, as opposed to etatist control. For them the new structure of state organization would 

enable control over the government regarding orders, provinces and democracy. The 

separation of the conceptual spheres of state, society and economy was crucial for those 
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adhering to their opinion regarding the abovementioned principles. They thought that social 

justice needed to accompany justice by law. Crisis – according to its contemporary 

interpretation – necessarily led to economic dictatorship, a win of the stronger or more 

aggressive party. This brought about uncertainty of existence for the majority of society; 

individualism and economic policies aiming for the greatest possible profit at the lowest 

possible price.
24

 

As a matter of course this became one of the reasons of class struggle; it made the danger of 

revolution permanent, and plunged societies into crisis. This can only be done away with if 

social justice becomes the major fundamental principle of national economy instead of free 

competition and the dictatorship of capital. The distribution of incomes is carried out 

according to this, and class struggle is replaced by a cooperation of various professional 

spheres (vocational orders), besides state leadership and control. Subsidiarity and solidarity is 

realized in this new society, whose primary focus is „social dialogue”.
25

 

However though, in Central Europe, this has only remained a high-sounding promise and 

philosophy. Given the conditions of the era, the etatist and authoritative state became the most 

determinant entity, and also played a dominant role in the organization of economy. In these 

circumstances they tried to eliminate class struggle and move public welfare forward utilizing 

the dominant role of the state. 

 

IV. The afterlife of vocational thoughts 

In the era of World War II it became clear to the ordoliberal thinkers and the politicians 

receptive to Christian social teaching that an etatist, over-regulated (authoritative) state is just 

as improper as market economy without any limits. „While individual rights and interests 

were emphasized in the liberal socio-economic system and the interests of the community and 

the governing party were emphasized in totalitarian systems, resulting in consequences that 

were tragic for the whole society, the ever valid and authentic harmony of the individual and 

the community can be found in the Christian notions of society.”
26

 This enabled society to 

create a new philosophy between the two extremes – the model was based on independent 

action and self-government, and required the inclusion of legal regulations and social control 
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in the system. We must note that this was one of the reasons why – in spite of heated 

arguments and polemy – several ideas of classical liberalism make up the unquestionable 

foundations of all moderate political ideologies (be it conservative, or leftist, socialist).
27

 

Modern market economy could combine those liberal foundations with the social teaching of 

the church and the service of public welfare. 

One of the most significant reasons of this process was that several countries were lead by 

committed Catholic politicians such as Adenauer, de Gaulle, and de Gasperi, who were able 

and willing to enter compromises of historical importance, and – as their education and earlier 

activities proved – the church played an important role in education, and had a great influence 

in social policies. They might have also been influenced by the contemporary ideas of Oswald 

von Nell-Breuning and Johannes Messner, which aimed to transfer the notion of vocational 

orders into the framework of a modern, democratic state, suggesting that the deep conflict 

between employers and employees (which had seemed irreconcilable before) might be 

resolved by cooperation as equal parties. Class-based society, making the parties entering the 

labor market into enemies, should be replaced by self-government organs, as the development 

of economy and society greatly depends on the common performance of employers and 

employees. Therefore an essential element of the system is not conflict, but concordance and 

an agreement of several parties. 

The theoreticians and practical politicians of the era had a clear vision that only a political 

system including elements of „social dialogue” is able to operate as a comprehensive political 

representation embracing the entire range of social forces. If this is accompanied by the idea 

of social solidarity, then the resolution of antagonistic class oppositions may be resolved 

successfully (bipartite dialogue). As Johannes Messner explained between the two world 

wars
28

, parity between employers and employees is realized through the workers’ 

participation in decision-making and related responsibilities („Mitbestimmung und 

Mitverantwortung”). As a result, workers become full members of society, therefore 

employers and employees take joint responsibility for the future.
29

 The dialogue of labor 
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market parties that seemed irreconcilable earlier leads to the development of social solidarity, 

which formulates proposals for the state in order to develop and organize economy (tripartite 

dialogue). For that very reason in modern economy, if necessary, it is the responsibility of the 

government to „find a solution with an active cooperation of social groups”.
30

 

Social peace and economic stability – at least in the German-speaking region, belonging to 

Central Europe in a broad sense – became closely related to the institutionalized dialogue 

between employers and employees.
31

 This is the reason why modern states realizing social 

market economy laid stress upon concordance independently of momentary party interests, 

and emphasized public welfare instead of particular class interests. As a result of the papal 

teaching, their attitudes incorporated subsidiarity, which enabled them to create the self-

government of specific social groups.
32

 Therefore we may also notice the conservative anti-

libertarian thoughts of the interwar era in the attempt to overcome the crisis of capitalism by 

strengthening the community instead of maintaining the individualist society having start to 

fall apart. The designed social dialogue was able to solve the political-economic crisis-

situations after WWII, eliminating the lacks of democracy and capitalism. 
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